Marine Corps Installations Pacific: Regional Vision 203X
Our Vision
We build, maintain, sustain and advance modern platforms - Air Stations, Bases, Camps, Cooperative Security
Locations and Installations - with cutting-edge technologies and functional designs that are energy efficient and
operationally aligned, at the right geographic locations, to serve strategic imperatives and national interests during
peacetime operations, contingencies and war to guarantee security in the Indo-Asia-Pacific. We enable the high
combat readiness of Marine Corps, Joint and Combined forces and enable non-kinetic and kinetic power projection
with speed, assurance and reliability for new forms of warfare to achieve victory on modern, high-tech and lethal
battlefields. Our Master Plans for known and future platforms represent our essential blueprints for strategic wins.
To achieve our vision, we Learn, Adapt, and Anticipate.

Our Mission
Marine Corps Installations Pacific strengthens and enables non-kinetic and kinetic power projection in the IndoAsia-Pacific with our allies and partners to protect and defend the territory of the United States, its people, and its
interests. Our Air Stations, Bases, Camps, Cooperative Security Locations and Installations arrayed strategically
across the region with smart, purposeful and industrial designs, clearly set theater-strategic conditions for partnered
presence, intelligence, command and control, logistics, maneuver/mobility, fires and force protection. Our power
projection platforms - linked functionally with optimized designs - represent the requisite and foundational support
to the capability, capacity and power of Marine Corps Forces Pacific to meet the mandates of PACOM Plans.
Specifically, we provide world-class enabling support to Marine Corps, Joint and Combined forces for crossfunctional training and combat readiness. Our platforms enable the application of new forms of warfare. We enable
the strategic launch and recovery of civilian and military capabilities to save lives and to preserve regional peace,
stability and security. Our forward-based platforms also ensure garrison quality of life support to our Marines,
Sailors, civilians, partners and their families to strengthen operating force combat readiness.
Our Readiness, Resiliency and Responsiveness are the competitive advantages that guarantee Victory.

Our Guiding Principles







MILITARY READINESS: We remain the first essential enabling element for advancing requisite states of
effective training and high combat readiness to achieve national interests.
PARTNERSHIPS: We strengthen regional platforms with our allies and partners.
PRESENCE: We anticipate, adapt, and advance our regional presence with strategic and operational designs.
FORCE PROJECTION: We build, maintain, sustain and advance our platform capacities to enable nonkinetic and kinetic power projection capabilities across the Indo-Asia-Pacific.
UNITY OF EFFORT: We contribute to Marine Corps, whole-of-government and partnered approaches to
solve complex challenges collaboratively for mutual benefit, and to serve mutual interests.
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION: We clearly convey our intent and resolve by ensuring our words, our
actions and our resources are aligned with our essential regional vision and mission.

Our Lines of Operation
We will drive our tactics, operations and strategies in accordance with the guidance, tenets and mandates of our
Commandants’ Planning Guidance, the Marine Corps Facilities Investment Campaign Plans, the Marine Corps
Installations and Logistics Roadmaps, and the MCICOM Vision 203X.
We will:
 Provide ready, resilient, responsive forward-based platforms for training and power projection.
 Strengthen and enhance our strategic relationships with current and future allies and partners.
 Ensure our platforms remain viable across the warfighting functions for strategic power projection.
 Take great care of our Marines, Sailors, civilians and their families – safeguard them and secure vital assets.
 Optimize and maximize the efficient and effective use of our resources – most essentially our workforce.
 Lead energy innovation and introduce scientific advances into our platform designs to eliminate threats, realize
opportunities and serve the evolving strategic imperatives in the complex Indo-Asia-Pacific region.

